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1. INTRODUCTION
We shall consider solutions of a nonautonomous system of the kind
x s f t , x , x g R n , 1.1 .  .Ç
and study the asymptotic behavior of solutions moving close to an invariant
manifold M, of dimension m F n, which has the property of being of
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 .  .h, k type. In order to do this, we define first the notion of h, k
 .trichotomies for linear systems, then define the h, k manifolds, and
 .develop the Aulbach]Coppel]Knobloch ACK transformation of the vari-
 .ational equation of 1.1 , bringing it into a quasilinear form, which turns
out to be appropriate for giving conditions in order to ensure that the
w xmanifold has an asymptotic phase. See Aulbach 1]3 for the exposition in
the usual hyperbolic case.
 .We start this work with the definition of an h, k trichotomy:
 .DEFINITION 1.1. Let h and k denote two functions h t ) 0 and
 . nk t ) 0. Then the linear system in R :
y t s L t y t , t g R, 1.2 .  .  .  .Ç
 .is said to have an h, k trichotomy, iff there exist a fundamental matrix
 .  . q y 0solution F t of 1.2 , orthogonal projection matrices P , P , and P , with
ranks n , n , and n , respectively, with n q n q n s n, and positiveq y 0 q y 0
constants g , g , and g , such thatq y 0
y1 y1yF t P F s F g h t h s , t G s, .  .  .  .y
y1 y1qF t P F s F g k t k s , t F s, .  .  .  .q 1.3 .
y10F t P F s F g , ; t , s. .  . 0
 .  .Two important classes of examples are those in which h t s k t , or
 .  .h t s 1rk t ; if h s k we say that the system has an h trichotomy. The
case P 0 ' 0 is also known as a dichotomy.
Remark 1.1. Ordinary dichotomies appear here in the case in which h
 .and k are any two positive constant functions, and exponential di-
 .  4  .chotomies appear in the special case in which h t s exp a t , k t s
 4  .exp b t . The strictly hyperbolic case corresponds to the choice 0 ) a ,
 w x. q 0 y 0b ) 0 see 7, 13 . If P s P s 0 or P s P s 0, then we are in a
 .generalized case of bounded growth, characterized by the function h or k
 w x.  .see 3 . Our definition of trichotomy dichotomy is closer to the concept
w x w xappearing in Aulbach 2 and Knobloch and Kappel 9 than that of Elaydi
w xand Hajek 6 .Â
The next step is to define the notion of trichotomy for nonlinear systems
 .described by 1.1 :
 .DEFINITION 1.2. The nonautonomous and nonlinear system 1.1 for
which f is a function of R = R n ª R n of class C1 in the x and t
 .component is said to have an h, k trichotomy in ¨ariation with respect to a
 .  .gi¨ en solution x t of 1.1 , iff the linear system0
y t s f t , x t ? y t 1.4 .  .  .  . .Ç x 0
 .has an h, k trichotomy.
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 .  .DEFINITION 1.3. Let x t; t , x be the unique solution of 1.1 satisfy-0 0
 .  . n q .ing x t ; t , x s x , t g R. For t , j g R = R put O t , j s0 0 0 0 0
  . 4 n nx t; t , j : t G t ; R . A manifold M : R is said to be an in¨ariant
 . q .  .manifold of 1.1 , iff O t , j : M for all t , j g R = M.
 .  .An invariant manifold M is said to be an h, k manifold for 1.1 iff for
 .  .all x g M, the system 1.1 has an h, k trichotomy in variation with0
 .  .respect to x t s x t, 0, x .0 0
n  .A set I : R = R is said to be an integral manifold of 1.1 , iff
t , x g I « t , x t ; t , x g I , ; t G t . .  . .0 0 0 0 0
 .The results to be proved here apply in a neighborhood of h, k
manifolds, which}as a special case}may consist of stationary points:
M s x g R n : ' t g R: f t , x s 0, ; t G t . 4 .0 0 0 0
w xSee 2 for examples where these manifolds appear; clearly, invariant
manifolds are more natural than manifolds of stationary points.
 .  .  .It may happen that for a given solution x t of 1.1 , an orbit x t0
5  .  .5inside M exists such that x t y x t goes to 0 as t ª q`. In this case0
 w x.M is said to have an asymptotic phase see 1 .
The notion of dichotomies appears in the work of Massera and SchafferÈ
w x w x12 , and the work of Coppel 5 has already become a standard reference.
 . w xThe h, k notion used here was suggested by Pinto 14 , and the concept
 .of h, k manifolds represents a natural generalization of the one given by
 w x w x.Palmer see 13 , as well as 11 for hyperbolicity. A different generaliza-
tion is used, for example, in the theory of random dynamical systems see
w x .17 and the references therein .
Rates of convergence of the solutions may be studied using as weight
functions h andror k; we shall not do this here but we refer the reader to
w x11 . Notice that some authors have previously looked for more general
w xtypes of weight functions other than exponentials. For example, in 16
power functions of t were used for approximations of homoclinic solutions
with a center manifold.
 .We shall assume without explicit notice that all solutions of 1.1 are
 .defined over a time interval t , ` for some arbitrary real t .0 0
This work is organized as follows: Section 2 deals with a transfor-
mation of the variational equation into a quasilinear system, such that the
asymptotic of orbits coming close to the invariant manifold may be treated
in an almost decoupled way. In the case of exponential dichotomies
 . w xtrichotomies , this procedure was already used by Aulbach 2 . Of this
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transformation, the first part is a diagonalization result via a Liapunov
 .transformation, valid for systems exhibiting our trichotomy dichotomy
notion without restricting the functions h andror k. Conditions for h and
k appear already in Theorem 2.2 in order to grant the existence of an
integral manifold with bounded projection. Section 3 is devoted to estab-
 .lishing conditions under which an invariant manifold of h, k type is one
with asymptotic phase, thus generalizing Aulbach's result. Finally, in
Section 4 we study the family of admissible functions h and k satisfying
 .  .our set of conditions 4.1 and 4.2 , and show by means of an example that
a large class of functions is allowed, pertaining to systems not to be
classified as being of exponential type.
2. THE AULBACH]COPPEL]KNOBLOCH TRANSFORMATION
 .  .From now on, we shall take M as being an h, k manifold for 1.1 ,
dim M s n , and by x we shall denote an arbitrary given point belonging0 0
q .to M; thus O 0, x ; M. We shall study the behavior of solutions of0
 .  .1.1 moving close to x t by considering the variational equation0
y s f t , x t ? y q r t , y , t g R, 2.1 .  .  . .Ç x 0
 . 5 5 2 . 5 5where r t, y is of o y uniformly in time as y ª 0.
This equation shall be transformed in a suitable way into the quasilinear
 .system shown in 2.42 , and we shall call this transformation the ACK
transformation by reasons that shall become clear in the sequel.
 .  .LEMMA 2.1. Assume 1.4 has an h, k trichotomy. Then there exists a
 .  .  .Liapuno¨ transformation A t such that the change of ¨ariables w t sÄ
 .  .  .A t y t transforms 2.1 into
Çw t s Diag N t , P t , M t ? w t q r t , w t 2.2 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä
 .  . 5 5 2 .for which an h, k trichotomy condition holds, and r t, w is of o w asÄ Ä Ä
w ª 0, uniformly in t g R.Ä
Remark 2.1. For linear systems this result is a strong one; it says that
 .  .any linear system nonautonomous having an h, k trichotomy may be
  ..block diagonalized through a Liapunov transformation property 2.12 .
w xProof. The proof of this lemma is exactly the same as in 1, Lemma 1 ,
 .taking into account the forms of the bounds given in 1.3 . For the sake of
clarity and continuity of the exposition, we shall sketch the main steps of
the proof, leaving some details out, for they may be seen in the cited
reference.
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y q 0  .Without any loss of generality, the matrices P , P , and P of 1.3 ,
may be assumed to be
Pys Diag I , 0 , 0 , .n =n n =n n =ny y q q 0 0
Pqs Diag 0 , I , 0 , .n =n n =n n =ny y q q 0 0 2.3 .
Pys Diag 0 , 0 , I , .n =n n =n n =ny y q q 0 0
 .  .where I resp. 0 are the identity resp. null matrices of the appropriate
dimension.
 .Now, from 1.3 , we see that
y1yF t P F t F g , 2.4 .  .  .y
with F a real, regular, and continuously differentiable matrix, so that we
w xlearn from 1, Lemma 2 , that a real, regular, and continuously differen-
 .tiable n = n matrix S t exists, such thaty
 .  .  .y1a S t as well as S t are continuously differentiable, for ally y
t g R.
 .  . y  .y1  . y  .y1b S t P S t s F t P F t for all t g R.y y
’ . 5  .5c S t F 2 for all t g R.y
y1 y12 2y1 y y . 5  . 5 5 5 5 5’d S t F F t P F t q F t I y P F t .  .  .  .  .y
for all t g R.
Ç . 5  .5e S t is bounded in R.y
 .  .  .From c , d , and 2.4 we get
2y1 2’ 5 5S t F 2 , S t F g q g q I . 2.5’ .  .  . .y y y y n =ny y
 .  .  .Now, defining y t s S t y t , it is immediate to see that y is aÄ Äy
solution of
y1 ÇÇy s S t f t , x t ? S t y S t ? y , 2.6 .  .  .  .  . .Ä Äy x 0 y y
 .  .y1  .with C t s S t F t as its fundamental matrix solution. We denotey
Ä y1 Ç .  . w   ..  .  .x  .by A t s S t f t, x t ? S t y S t and notice that, from b ,y x 0 y y
 . y  .C t commutes with P , which}because of 2.3 }means that C must
have a block-diagonal form
C t s Diag Cy t , CU t , 2.7 .  .  .  . .n =n n qn .=n qn .y y q 0 q 0
Äbut this forces A to be of the form
Ä UA s Diag N , A t . 2.8 .  . .n =ny y
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 .Indeed, from b and using the fact that C is a fundamental matrix
 .solution of 2.6 ,
y Ç Ç yP C t s C t P , .  .
y Ä Ä y Ä yP A t C t s A t C t P s AP C t . .  .  .  .  .
y Ä Ä y  .Thus, P A s AP , which implies 2.8 .
For the reduced system
yU s AU t yU , 2.9 .  .Ç
the same procedure is applied, now with Pq instead of Py. Thus, there
 .exists S t with the properties listed above, such that the change ofq
variables
y1 Uy s S t y , 2.10 .  .Ã q
transforms the reduced system for yU into a block-diagonal form.
Summarizing, the transformation
y1A t s Diag I , S t ? S t 2.11 .  .  .  . .n =n q yq q
has all the properties stated in Lemma 2.1 and, moreover, satisfies
2 22 25 5 5 5 5 5’ ’A t F g q I q g I q g q I q g , .  .  .y y q q /
2.12 .
y1 ’ ’5 5A t F 2 I q 2 . .  .
We finish the proof by noticing that this transformation may be applied
 .  .  .y1  .to the variational equation 2.1 , thus obtaining y t s A t w t :Ä
Çw t s Diag N t , P t , M t ? w t q r t , w t , 2.13 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä
y1 .   .  .  ..   ..  .   . .with w t s u t , ¨ t , m t and r t, w t s A t r t, A t w .Ä Ä Ä Ä
 .Remark 2.2. In the new coordinates r t, 0, 0, 0 s 0, and r is ofi i
5 .5 2 .  .o u, ¨ , m uniformly in t as the norm of u, ¨ , m goes to 0.
m  .Denote now by H a neighborhood of 0 g R , and let h x ; ? : H ª M0
1  .be a local C representation of a neighborhood of x such that h x ; 0 s0 0
x .0
 .   ..Since M is invariant, the orbits x t; x and x t; h x ; h are embedded0 0
in M for all h g H.
Defining
w t [ x t ; h x ; h y x t ; x , 2.14 .  .  .  . .h 0 0
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 .  .we see immediately that w t ' 0 and that w t solves the variational0 h
 .  .equation 2.1 around x t .0
 .If we now apply the transformation 2.11 , we obtain an m-parameter
 .family of solutions of 2.2 :
y1u t , h , ¨ t , h , m t , h s A t w t . 2.15 .  .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä h
  .  .  ..  .Now, for any solution u t , ¨ t , m t of 2.2 , the m component must
satisfy the condition
n0; t g R, ' m t g R , s.t. m t s m t , m . 2.16 .  .  .  .Ä
 .This is nothing else than the condition that m t, ? is invertible on itsÄ
range. Thus, in general,
u s u t , m q u , .Ä Ä
¨ s ¨ t , m q ¨ , .Ä 2.17 .
m s m t , m . .Ä
 .Now the question is whether u, ¨ , m solves an interesting differential
equation; the answer is yes as we shall see: Take, for example, the u
 .component of 2.17 and compute the time derivative. Since u depends on
two variables, denoting by ­ the partial derivative with respect to theu
components of the second variable, we obtain
Ç Çu s ­ u t , m q ­ u t , m ? m q u. 2.18 .  .  .Ç Ä Ät u
 .  .  .If we recall now that u, ¨ , m and u, ¨ , m solve 2.13 , we obtain fromÄ Ä Ä
 .2.18
Ç Çu s N t u q r t , u , ¨ , m y r t , u , ¨ , m y ­ u t , m ? m. 2.19 .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä1 1 u
Analogously,
Ç Ç¨ s P t ¨ q r t , u , ¨ , m y r t , u , ¨ , m y ­ ¨ t , m ? m , 2.20 .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä2 2 u
and, for m,
Çm s ­ m t , m q ­ m t , m ? m , .  .Ç Ä Ät u
that is,
ÇM t m q r t , u , ¨ , m s M t m q r t , u , ¨ , m q ­ m t , m ? m , .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä3 3 u
 .but now m s m from 2.16 , so that we obtainÄ
Ç­ m t , m ? m s r t , u , ¨ , m y r t , u , ¨ , m . 2.21 .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Äu 3 3
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Summarizing the computations so far, we define
Ur t , u , ¨ , m [ r t , u q u , ¨ q ¨ , m q m y r t , u , ¨ , m , .  .Ä Ä Ä .i i i
i s 1, 2, 3, 2.22 .
and
Ur t , u , ¨ , m s r t , u , ¨ , m y ­ u t , m ? r t , u , ¨ , m , .  .  .  .Ä Ä1 1 u 3
Ur t , u , ¨ , m s r t , u , ¨ , m y ­ ¨ t , m ? r t , u , ¨ , m , .  .  .  .Ä2 2 u 3 2.23 .
y1 Ur t , u , ¨ , m s ­ m t , m r t , u , ¨ , m , .  .  .Ä3 u 3
 .so that u, ¨ , m solves the equation
Çu s N t u q r t , u , ¨ , m , .  .1
Ç¨ s P t ¨ q r t , u , ¨ , m , .  .2 2.24 .
Çm s r t , u , ¨ , m . .3
2 . 5  ..5 .Here, r t, u, ¨ , m is of order o r t, u, ¨ , m uniformly in t asi 1
5  .5r t, u, ¨ , m goes to 0, and, moreover,1
r t , 0, 0, m s 0, i s 1, 2, 3. 2.25 .  .i
 .This means that 0, 0, m is an m-parameter family of stationary solutions
 .of 2.24 .
A further transformation needs a result concerning the existence of a
special type of integral manifold with bounded projection, a known result
w x  .for exponential dichotomies 9 . We quote the result valid for the h, k
 w x.case see 10 :
 .THEOREM 2.2. Consider a coupled system in x s u, ¨ coordinates:
u s p t , u , ¨ , .Ç
2.26 .
¨ s q t , u , ¨ , .Ç
ny nq  .with u g R , ¨ g R for which an h, k dichotomy exists: There exist a
pair of positi¨ e functions h and k and projection matrices Py and Pq with
 .  .  .ranks n and n , respecti¨ ely, such that, for any u t , ¨ t solution of 2.26 ,y q
  .  ..  .the fundamental matrices F and F of u s p t, u t , ¨ t u t and ¨ sÇ Çy q u
  .  ..  .  .q t, u t , ¨ t ¨ t satisfy the bounds gi¨ en in 1.3 for appropriate constants¨
 .g , g , and assume further that h and k satisfy an h, k integral boundednessy q
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condition: There exists r G 0 such that, for all 0 F r F r,Ä Ä
t y1h t h s exp yr t y s ds F k h , r , .  .  .  .H 1
t0
2.27 .
t1 y1k t k s exp yr t y s ds F k k , r , .  .  .  .H 2
t
 .  .where k h, r and k k, r are constants not depending on the inter¨ al1 2
w x  .t , t , and an h, k -weakly coupling condition holds:0 1
5 5 5 5k s g g sup p sup q k h , r k k , r - 1, 2.28 .  .  .r y q ¨ u 1 2
 .Then there exists a Lipschitz continuous function s t, u , with bounded contin-
uous partial deri¨ ati¨ es with respect to t and u, such that the set
I s t , u , s t , u : u g R ny 4 . .
 .is the maximal integral manifold of 2.26 , with bounded ¨ projection.
 .The utility of this result relies heavily on the function s t, u , of course.
 .We learn from this that under integral boundedness and h, k -weakly
coupling, a reduction-type result for the system considered may be ob-
 .  .   ..tained: Once we know that u t solves u t s p t, u, s t, ¨ , then the pairÇ
  .  ..  .u t , s t, u solves system 2.26 . This means that the following relation-
ship must hold:
­ s t , u q ­ s t , u p t , u , s t , u s q t , u , s t , u . 2.29 .  .  .  .  . .  .t u
Thus, we have to make sure that this result may indeed be applied to
our considerations. That this is so may be seen as follows:
  .  .  ..  .   .  ..If u t , ¨ t , m t is a solution of 2.24 , then u t , ¨ t certainly solves
the system
Çu s N t u q r t , u , ¨ , m t , .  . .1
2.30 .
Ç¨s P t ¨ q r t , u , ¨ , m t , .  . .2
which may be rewritten as
Çu s N t q ­ r t , u , ¨ , m t ? u .  . .u 1
q ­ r t , u , ¨ , m t ? ¨ q a t , .  . .¨ 1
2.31 .
Ç¨ s P t q ­ r t , u , ¨ , m t ? ¨ .  . .¨ 2
q ­ r t , u , ¨ , m t ? u q b t . .  . .u 2
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Now, we know that
Çu s N t ? u , .
2.32 .
Ç¨ s P t ? ¨ .
 . 5 5 5 5has an h, k dichotomy. For ­ r - « and ­ r - « , a direct applica-u 1 u 2
tion of Gronwall's inequality shows that the fundamental matrices of the
``perturbed'' linear system
Çu s N t q ­ r ? u , . u 1
2.33 .
Ç¨ s P t q ­ r ? ¨ . ¨ 2
satisfy the following estimates:
y1
F t , s F g h t h s exp « ? g t y s , t G s, .  .  .  .Nq­ r y yu 1
2.34 .
y1
F t , s F g k t k s exp y« ? g t y s , t F s. .  .  .  .Pq­ r q q¨ 2
 .  .Thus, the perturbed system 2.31 has an h , k dichotomy as well, with« «
 .  .  .  .  .  .modified functions h t s h t exp «g t and k t s k t exp y«g t .« y « q
For exponential dichotomies, this is known as a ``roughness'' result. Now it
 .remains to control the h, k -weakly coupling condition. Under the hypoth-
esis of integral boundedness for h and k, « may be chosen small enough,
5 5 5 5  .such that if ­ r - « and ­ r - « , then taking « - 1r g g k k ,’¨ 1 u 2 y q 1 2
the weakly coupling constant k satisfiesr
5 5 5 5k s g g sup ­ r sup ­ r k h , r k k , r - 1, 2.35 .  .  .r y q ¨ 1 u 2 1 2
 .  .so that, summarizing, if the h, k integral boundedness conditions 2.27
hold, then the result of Theorem 2.2 is valid, and thus we know about the
 .existence of the function s t, u with the properties listed in the theorem.
This function allows us to perform a further transformation to system
 .2.24 :
u s u ,Ã
¨ s ¨ y s t , u , .Ã 2.36 .
m s m.Ã
 .  .Taking into account 2.29 , it turns out that u, ¨ , m solves the systemÃ Ã Ã
Çu s N t u q r t , u , ¨ , m , .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã1
Ç¨ s P t ¨ q r t , u , ¨ , m , .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã2 2.37 .
Çm s r t , u , ¨ , m , .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã3
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where now
r t , u , ¨ , m s r t , u , ¨ q s t , u , m , .  . .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã1 1
r t , u , ¨ , m s r t , u , ¨ q s t , u , m y r t , u , s t , u , m , .  .  . . .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã2 2 2 2.38 .
r t , u , ¨ , m s r t , u , ¨ q s t , u , m . .  . .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã3 3
 .  .Now observe the following: Since 0, 0, m solves 2.24 , the first two
 .components solve 2.30 , yet from the existence of the integral manifold I,
  ..  .which is granted by Theorem 2.2 we know that 0, s t, 0 solves 2.30 , too,
 .so that from the maximality of I it must follow that s t, 0 ' 0 for all t.
 .Therefore, the change of variables 2.36 preserves the m-parameter family
 .  .of solutions 0, 0, m , but now the nonlinear terms in 2.37 have the
5 5 2 . 5 .5properties: r is of o u, ¨ , m when u, ¨ , m goes to zero, andÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãi
r t , 0, 0, m s 0, .Ã Ã1
r t , u , 0, m s 0, .Ã Ã Ã2 2.39 .
r t , 0, 0, m s 0, .Ã Ã3
5 5 5 5for all t and u and m small enough.Ã Ã
These properties are now used explicitly for defining the matrices
1
A t , u , ¨ , m s ­ r t , su , s¨ , m ds, .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃH1 u 1Ã
0
1
A t , u , ¨ , m s ­ r t , u , s¨ , m ds, .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃH2 ¨ 1Ã
0
1
A t , u , ¨ , m s ­ r t , u , s¨ , m ds, .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃH3 ¨ 2Ã
0
2.40 .
1
A t , u , ¨ , m s ­ r t , su , s¨ , m ds, .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃH4 u 3Ã
0
1
A t , u , ¨ , m s ­ r t , su , s¨ , m ds, .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃH5 ¨ 3Ã
0
 .which allow us to write system 2.37 in the quasilinear form
Çu s N t q A ? u q A ? ¨ , .Ã Ã Ã1 2
Ç¨ s P t q A ? ¨ , .Ã Ã3 2.41 .
Çm s A ? u q A ? ¨ .Ã Ã Ã4 5
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What we have done so far may be summarized into a theorem: Denote
 .  n 5 5 4by V 0 s w g R : w - « .«
 .  .THEOREM 2.3. Consider the nonautonomous system 1.1 : x s f t, x ,Ç
n  .x g R , for which an h, k trichotomy condition exists, according to Defini-
tion 1.1.
 .  .Let M be an h, k manifold of 1.1 of dimension n F n, and let x be in0 0
M.
 .Assume further that there exists r G 0 such that h and k fulfill the h, kÄ
 .integral boundedness conditions stated in 2.27 for all 0 F r F r.Ä
Then there exists « ) 0 and a transformation
G t , ? : V 0 ª V 0 , .  .  .« «
  ..  .such that the change of ¨ariables G t, j t s y t is well defined whene¨er
 .  .  .y t g V 0 for all t g I ; R, and transforms the ¨ariational equation 2.1«
into the quasilinear form
Çu s N t q A ? u q A ? ¨ , .Ã Ã Ã1 2
Ç¨ s P t q A ? ¨ , .Ã Ã3 2.42 .
Çm s A ? u q A ? ¨ ,Ã Ã Ã4 5
 .  . .   .. 5 5where j t s u, ¨ , m t , A ' A t, j t , and A - « , i s 1, 2, . . . , 5,Ã Ã Ã i i i
uniformly in t g I.
 .  .y1 .Moreo¨er, G t, 0 ' G t, ? 0 ' 0, ; t g R.
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 we know about the existence of the Liapunov
 .  .  .transformation A t , transforming the variational equation 4 into 16
through the change of variables
u
y s A t . . ¨ /m
 .Further, 2.17 defines a second transformation
uu
s C t , ,¨¨ /  / 0m m
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 .  .  .which takes 2.13 into 2.24 . Finally, 2.36 defines
uu Ã
s K t , ,¨¨ Ã /  0 0m mÃ
 .  .taking 2.24 into 2.37 . Thus,
G t , ? s A t (C t , K t , ? 2.43 .  .  .  . .
 .  .is the desired transformation, which takes 2.1 into 2.37 , which}as we
 .  .saw already}is nothing else than 2.41 rewritten. Smallness in « is
 .  .required in the ``roughness'' result 2.34 , thus yielding 2.36 .
Now, it only remains to see that the last assertion holds. To see this,
 .  .  .  .assume first that y t ' 0, that is, x t ' x t . Then u, ¨ , m ' 0 and0
 .u, ¨ , m ' 0, since then the v transformation is always 0. But this meansÄ Ä Ä
 .  . that u, ¨ , m ' 0. Now, since s t, 0 s 0 this is nothing else than the
.maximality of the integral manifold with bounded projection , it turns out
 .  .at last that j t s u, ¨ , m ' 0. The converse is shown similarly, and theÃ Ã Ã
assertion follows.
3. STABILITY
In this section we apply the ACK transformation to the study of
 .  .the asymptotics of solutions of 1.1 moving ``close'' to an h, k mani-
fold of M.
 .  .  .DEFINITION 3.1. Let x t and x t be two solutions of the system 1.1 .0
 .  .  .s.a.e. x t is strongly asymptotically equi¨ alent to x t iff0
Lim x t y x t s 0. .  .0
tª`
 .  .  .  4w.a.e. x t is weakly asymptotically equi¨ alent to x t iff ' t , with0 n n
t - t , ; n , and Lim t s `, such thatn nq1 n ª` n
Lim x t y x t s 0. .  .n 0 n
nª`
 .If x t is any orbit of a given system, the set of v limits V is the set ofx
U n  4points x g R such that there exists a sequence t , with t - t ,n n g N n nq1
5  . U 5for all n g N, and t ª ` and n ª `, for which x t y x ª 0 asn
n ª `.
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Remark 3.1. It is immediate to notice that
s.a.e. « w.a.e. « 0 g V « V / B. .  . xyx xyx0 0
Thus, Theorem 3.3 below gives conditions under which equivalence be-
 .  .tween s.a.e. and w.a.e. is granted. Notice further that our definitions are
related to}but not identical to}the notions of stability of the 0 solution
w xof the variational equation 5, Lecture 2 .
 .  .Now we proceed further: Let M be an h, k manifold, and let x t g M0
 .  .for all t g Z. Let x t be a solution of 1.1 , which is weakly asymptotically
 .  4equivalent to x t . Thus, there exists t with t - t , lim t s `,0 n n g N n nq1 n ª` n
5  .  .5such that x t y x t ª 0 as n ª `. This means that 0 g V . Then 0 n xyx 0
following lemma allows us to consider the ACK-transformed variational
 .equation 2.41 :
LEMMA 3.1. 0 g V m 0 g V .y j
Proof. The proof of this lemma goes exactly as the proof of the last
 .   .  .  ..theorem: Assume y t ª 0. Then u t , ¨ t , m t ª 0 since the Lia-n n n n
 .punov transformation is bounded as well as its inverse . This means
 .  .   .  .  ..further that m t ª 0, so that v t ª 0, so that u t , ¨ t , m tÄ Ä Än m t . n n n nn
  .  .  ..ª 0, and thus u t , ¨ t , m t ª 0. Finally, from the properties of then n n
 .  .function s t, ? , we conclude that j t ª 0 as n ª `. The converse isn
shown similarly.
Remark 3.2. This lemma is crucial for the following, since it will allow
us to establish the equivalence between weakly and strongly asymptotic
equivalence between solutions of the nonlinear nonautonomous system.
 .Indeed, instead of the variational equation 2.1 , we use the quasilinear
 .  .system 2.41 , show that from 0 g V follows j t ª 0 as t ª `, andj
 .transform the result back to y t with the same technique used in the
proof of the lemma. Thus, from now on, we may only concentrate in the
 .quasilinear system 2.41 .
 .  . w xLEMMA 3.2. Let j t be a solution of system 2.41 . Let I s t , T be a0 0
5  .5compact inter¨ al, and « ) 0 such that A t F « for all t g I.i
Assume the following conditions hold for h and k: There exists r ) 0 suchÄ
that for all 0 F r F r the following inequalities hold uniformly for all t g I:Ä
1 t
h s exp r s y t ds F m h , r , .  .  .H 0 1h t . t0 0
3.1 .
1 t
k s exp yr s y t ds F m k , r . .  .  .H 2k t . t0
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5  .5Then, for all t g I, the following bound for m t holds:
m t F m t q «g m h , «g u t .  .  .  .0 y 1 y 0
q «g m k , «g 1 q «g m h , «g ? ¨ t . 3.2 .  .  .  .q 2 q y 1 y
 .Proof. By the variation of constants formula, the solution of 2.41 in I
is given by
t
u t s F t , t u t q F t , s A s ¨ s ds , .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã ÃHNqA 0 0 NqA 21 1
t0
¨ s s F s, t ¨ t , .  .  .Ã ÃPqA3 3.3 .
t
m t s m t q A s u s q A s ¨ s ds , .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃH0 4 5
t0
 .where T G t G s G t , F resp. F is the fundamental matrix0 0 NqA PqA1 3 w  .  .x  . solution of the linearly perturbed system durdt s N t q A t u t resp.1
w  .  .x  ..d¨rdt s P t q A t ¨ t , and t g I. Again, by applying the standard3
 .Gronwall inequality, the h, k trichotomy condition holds with modified h
and k functions:
y1
F t F s F g h t h s exp «g t y s , t G s, .  .  .  .  .NqA NqA y y1 1 3.4 .
y1F t F F g k t k s exp y«g t y s , t F s. .  .  .  .PqA PqA  s. q q3 3
 .Taking norms for m t , we get
t t
m t F m t q « u s ds q ¨ s ds . 3.5 .  .  .  .  .H H0
t t0 0
5  .5 5  .  .y1 5 5  .5But now ¨ s F F t F s ? ¨ t , so that the second inte-PqA PqA3 3
 .gral on the right-hand side of 3.5 is bounded from above by
 .5  .5g m k, «g ¨ t .q 2 q
 .The first integral on the right-hand side of 3.5 is more involved:
t t y1u s ds F g u t h s h t exp «g s y t ds .  .  .  .  .H Hy 0 0 y 0
t t0 0
st y1 y1q «g g ¨ t h s h t k t k t .  .  .  .  .HHy q
t t0 0
= exp «g s y t exp y«g t y t dt ds . .  .y q
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The result follows noticing that the double integral on the right of the last
inequality may be rewritten as
t t y1 y1h s h t k t k t exp «g syt exp y«g tyt ds dt . .  .  .  .  .  .HH y q
t t0
With this lemma in hand, we are now in a position to take up the
question of stating conditions for establishing equivalence between the
notions of weakly and strongly asymptotic equivalence of solutions:
n  .  .THEOREM 3.3. Let M ; R be an h, k manifold for system 1.1 , and
 .  .  .let x t and x t be two solutions of it, where x t g M for all t g R. Let0 0
 .  .G t, ? be the ACK transformation de¨eloped in Section 2, and let j t s
  .  ..G t, x t y x t .0
Let further the following integral boundedness conditions hold: There exist
 .  .r G 0 such that, for all 0 F r F r, positi¨ e constants k h, r , k k, r ,Ä Ä 1 2
 .  .m h, r , and m k, r exist such that1 2
t y1h t h s exp yr t y s ds F k h , r , .  .  .  .H 1
t0
` y1k t k s exp yr t y s ds F k k , r , .  .  .  .H 2
t
1 t
h s exp r s y t ds F m h , r , .  .  .H 0 1h t . t0 0
3.6 .
1 t
k s exp r t y s ds F m k , r . .  .  .H 2k t . t0
Assume finally that there exists s G 0 such that
 4  4V l B 0 s 0 = 0 = V , .j s
 . nwhere B 0 is the open ball of radius s in R and V is a neighborhood ofs
0 g R n0.
 .  .  .Then x t is strongly asymptotically equi¨ alent to x t if and only if x t is0
 .weakly asymptotically equi¨ alent to x t .0
w xRemark 3.3. This theorem generalizes a result of Aulbach 2 , in which
the manifold was made of stationary points and the kind of hyperbolicity
 .assumed was of the exponential type i.e., h and k were exponentials . We
 .notice though that perhaps not all integral boundedness conditions in 3.6
are absolutely necessary. We conjecture that the conditions on h and k
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imposed for the existence of the integral manifold with bounded projection
 .Theorem 2.2 may be eliminated, by showing the existence's result via an
w xargument in 8 .
wProof. The proof follows exactly along the lines of Aulbach's proof 2,
xTheorem 2.1 , and consists mainly of collecting facts we have already
shown. Assume for a moment that under the stated conditions 0 is an
 .  .v-limit point of x t y x t , but that strongly asymptotic equivalence does0
 4not hold. Then, for each given s ) 0, sequences of times t andn n g N
 4T exist, with t - t and T - T , all n g N, and t ª ` andn n g N n nq1 n nq1 n
T ª ` as n ª `, satisfyingn
j t - s , j T s s . 3.7 .  .  .n n
There is no difficulty in assuming that t - T - t for all n g N, sincen n nq1
the sequences may always be redefined in order to satisfy this condition.
w xNow all intervals t , T are compact, so that we may apply Lemma 3.2 andn n
obtain the estimate:
m T F m t q «g m h , «g u t .  .  .  .n n y 1 y n
q «g m k , «g 1 q «g m h , «g ? ¨ T . 3.8 .  .  .  .q 2 q y 1 y n
 .Notice that « may be chosen small enough in order to grant that 3.8
w xholds for all intervals t , T .n n
 .Allowing now n to go to `, the left-hand side of 3.8 converges to a
point of the form mU with norm equal to s , whereas the left-hand side
 .  4  4converges to 0, due to the assumption V l B 0 s 0 = 0 = V, whichj s
leads to a contradiction. Thus, the only possibility is that not only is 0 the
 .  . 5  .  .5only v limit for x t y x t but x t y x t ª 0 as t ª `, which we0 0
wanted to show.
4. INTEGRAL BOUNDEDNESS
In this section we look at the conditions given in Theorem 3.3 for the
functions h and k.
DEFINITION 4.1. A function f is called h-admissible if it is positive and
 .satisfies the integral boundedness conditions 3.6 : There exists r ) 0 suchÄ
w x  .  .that, for all r g 0, r , positive constants k f , r and m f , r exist, suchÄ 1 1
that
t y1f t f s exp yr t y s ds F k f , r , .  .  .  .H 1
t0
4.1 .
1 t
f s exp r s y t ds F m f , r . .  .  .H 0 1f t . t0 0
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A function g is called k-admissible if it is positive and satisfies the integral
w xboundedness conditions. There exists r ) 0 such that, for all r g 0, r ,Ä Ä
 .  .positive constants k g, r and m g, r exist, such that2 2
` y1g t g s exp yr t y s ds F k g , r , .  .  .  .H 2
t
4.2 .
1 t
g s exp r t y s ds F m g , r , .  .  .H 2g t . t0
We denote by K and K the cones of admissible functions satisfyingh k
 .  .4.1 and 4.2 , respectively.
Notice that if there exist positive constants m , m , g , g such thath k h k
y1h t h s F m exp yg t y s , ; t G s G t , .  .  .h h 0
4.3 .
y1k t k s F m exp g t y s , ; t F t F s, .  .  .k k 0
then h g K and k g K . Further, it is immediate to observe that if thereh k
Ä a t  .exist positive constants M G M ) 0 and a ) 0, such that Me F k t F
Ä a tMe , ; t G t , then k g K .0 k
As for the conditions for h, they are characterized by the following:
 .LEMMA 4.1. h t g K if and only if there exist t g R, K ) 0 such that,h 0
for all t G t ,0
t y1h t h s ds F K . 4.4 .  .  .H
t0
 .  .In this case, there exists M ) 0 such that for all t G t , h t F M exp ytrK0
 .  .  .and 4.1 is fulfilled with constants k h, r s K and m h, r s1 1
yt 0 r K  .  .Me r 1rK y r h t , r F r - 1rK.Ä0
 . t  .y1  .Proof. From the definition, h g K « h t H h s ds F k h, 0 , forh t 10
some t ) 0 and all t G t . Thus, we only need to prove the converse.0 0
 .Let h fulfill condition 4.4 . Then, for all r G 0,
t ty1 y1h t h s exp yr t y s , ds F h t h s ds F K . 4.5 .  .  .  .  .  .H H
t t0 0
 .  . t  .y1Define now c t as c t s H h s ds. Then clearlyt0
c t .
F K ,Xc t .
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so that for t ) t , integrating from t to t, we get1 0 1
c t G c t exp t y t rK . .  .  .1 1
 .  .Recalling now that h t c t F K, we obtain
K exp t rK .1
h t F exp ytrK , ; t ) t . 4.6 .  .  .1c t .1
 .  .  .Now choosing M so large that M G K exp t rK rc t and h t F1 1
 . w xM exp yt rK , for all t g t , t , we conclude that1 0 1
h t F M exp ytrK , ; t G t . 4.7 .  .  .0
 .Last, we have to check that the second integrability condition in 4.1 is
fulfilled:
1 M exp yr t .t t0
h s exp r s y t ds F exp r y 1rK s ds .  .  .H H0h t h t .  .t t0 00 0
M
F exp yt rK . 4.8 .  .01rK y r h t .  .0
 .Thus, 4.1 holds true for any r - 1rK.Ä
The claim for k is just an observation.
 .We close this section by pointing out that there is a wealth of h, k
 .systems fulfilling the integrable boundedness conditions for which 4.3
does not hold, thus showing that the cones K and K are not onlyh k
composed of functions of exponential type.
w x  .For this, just consider the examples given in 4, 15 . Let a t be a real,
continuously differentiable function equal to 1, except in the intervals
w y4 n y4 n xJ s n y 2 , n q 2 , n g N, 4.9 .n
inside of which it is greater than 1 and attains its maximum value, equal to
22 n, at t s n.
w xThis function is used in 4, pg. 73 to actually show an example of a
nonuniformly stable system, and is best suited for our purposes. Along the
w x  y1 .lines of 15, Example 1 , one may exhibit h, h systems based on the
Ricatti equation
a t .Ç
x s 1 q x x y 1 , t G t 4.10 .  .Ç 0 /a t .
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  . yt  ..thus yielding h t s e ra t , such that the integrable boundedness
 .  .  .conditions 4.1 and 4.2 hold and 4.3 certainly does not.
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